Jack and the Beanstalk

A Fill in the missing words.

1. Jack’s mother wanted him to ____________ the cow.
2. Jack was on the way to ____________ when he met an old man.
3. The old man gave Jack some ____________ beans.
4. Jack ran to tell his ____________ about the beans.
5. Jack’s mother was ____________.
6. She threw the beans out of the ____________.

B Which is your favourite character in the play? ________________

Draw a picture of the character and write a sentence underneath.
Word Skills Copymaster 5

‘ck’ Words

A  Do these word sums.
The first one has been done to help you.

1  s + tuck =  _______ stuck  2  c + lick =  _______
3  f + lick =  _______  4  b + lock =  _______
5  s + mack =  _______  6  t + rick =  _______
7  s + mock =  _______  8  c + luck =  _______
9  p + luck =  _______  10  b + lack =  _______
11  t + rack =  _______  12  s + lack =  _______

B  Add the missing letter, then write the word underneath.
The first one has been done for you.

1  tr_i ck  2  cl__ck
   __trick__  _______

3  cr___ck  4  br___ck
   ______    _______

5  st___ck  6  tr___ck
   ______    _______

7  st___ck  8  fl___ck
   ______    _______
Jack and the Beanstalk
Bean Plants

A  Use the words in the box to finish the sentences below.

leaves       seed       flowers       beans       roots

1  The bean plant has grown from a ____________.
2  The bean plant has ____________ in the soil.

Look at the picture on page 18 of your book.

3  The bean plant has green ____________.
4  The bean plant has red ____________.
5  There are some small ____________ growing on the plant.

B  Write labels on this picture.

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
‘nd’ and ‘mp’ Words

A  Make the word to go with each picture.

1  h + sand = ________________

2  b + rhend = ________________

3  b + land = ________________

B  Draw lines to join the words that rhyme.

- camp
- imp
- jump
- bend
- land
- hand
- send
- limp
- lamp
- pump

C  Sometimes we add ‘ing’ to an ‘nd’ or ‘mp’ word to show that something is happening now. For example: jump jumping

Add ing to these words.
The first one has been done to help you.

1  pump ______pumping____  2  stamp  __________________

3  send  __________________  4  land  __________________

5  stand  __________________  6  mend  __________________
Captions

Write a caption for each picture.
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